


The Villa is the centerpiece of the Mosel estate. It 
serves as a family home, company headquarters 
and a symbol of tradition for the Huesgen family. 
Built by the famous Berlin architect Bruno 
Möhring, it is an icon of the Art Nouveau 
movement. Since its completion in 1904, it has 
served as the venue for many events and 
festivities. The family estate is the foundation of 
the region’s wine tradition, continued to this day 
by Adolph Huesgen VIII.

Est. 1735 | The Origin of Great Wines

Adolph Huesgen marks the 8th generation of Villa Huesgen’s family 
ownership. He has reshaped the business with innovation and 
modernization. 

The estate and its wines are defined by a casual but elegant style, 
expressed by Villa Huesgen’s motto “Wines made by happy people”.



The Mosel is Germany’s oldest wine 
growing region and due to its 
moderate climate, it offers the best 
growing conditions for Riesling. 

The unique combination of steep 
slopes, slate soils, warm days and 
cool nights give Villa Huesgen’s 
wines their unmistakable character.

The Terroir



Villa Huesgen wines are a result of a very high-quality 
standard which is applied to the vineyards and the 
cellar. Strict quantity restrictions and pruning  are 
standard procedures. The grapes are hand-picked at 
selective stages. Only healthy, ripe grapes are 
brought to the cellars.

Viticulture

Villa Huesgen was awarded with a certificate from Fair’N Green for 
their sustainable viticulture. 

Fair’N Green is an association for a higher standard of sustainability 
with a focus on conservation, environmental viticulture, biological 
diversity, protection of natural resources, fair wages, preservation and 
improvement of the natural environment.

VILLA HUESGEN IS A 
MEMBER OF FAIR’N GREEN



The Villa Huesgen winemaking 
team, lead by cellar master Edgar 
Schneider, aims to continue what 
was started in the vineyards. 

They try to preserve and improve 
the harvested quality with 
innovated velar techniques, 
experience and sensitive treatment.

Vinification

Villa Huesgen wines are cultivated and aged in 
stainless steel tanks, Barrique casks and 
wooden Stockinger barrels



Enkircher 
Steffensberg 

Riesling Kabinett 

By The Glass 
Riesling

Pinot Blanc Noble Sweet Riesling 
Auslese Enkircher 

Zeppingerz

Old Vines Riesling 
Enkircher 

Steffensberg

Blue Slate 
Riesling
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